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SUBCOURSE OVERVIEW

This  subcourse  is  designed  to  teach  you  basic  infrared  (IR)  theory  and  how to  interpret,
analyze, and plot IR imagery.

There are no prerequisites for this subcourse.

This  subcourse  reflects  the  doctrine  which  was  current  at  the  time  the  subcourse  was
prepared.

TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE

TASK: You will describe basic IR theory and perform interpretation techniques on IR
imagery.

CONDITIONS: You  will  have  access  to  extracts  from  DA  Pam  25-7,  STANAG  3277,
STANAG 3596, STP 34-96D1-SM, and TC 34-55.

STANDARDS: You will describe basic IR theory and perform interpretation techniques on IR
imagery in accordance with (IAW) DA Pam 25-7, STANAG 3277, STANAG
3596, STP 34-96D1-SM, and TC 34-55.
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LESSON ONE

INFRARED IMAGERY ANALYSIS

MOS MANUAL TASKS:  301-338-1841
301-338-3701

OVERVIEW

TASK DESCRIPTION:

In this lesson you will learn basic IR theory, how to analyze IR imagery, prepare IR mission
requests, and IR mission reports.

LEARNING OBJECTIVE:

ACTIONS: Describe basic IR theory and the information and procedures required to
analyze IR imagery, and prepare IR mission requests and IR mission
reports.

CONDITIONS: You will be given access to extracts from DA Pam 25-7, STANAG 3277,
STANAG 3596, STP-34-96D1-SM, and TC 34-55.

STANDARDS: Description of basic IR theory, analysis of IR imagery, and preparation of
IR requests and reports will be IAW DA Pam 25-7, STANAG 3277,
STANAG 3596, STP-34-96D1-SM, and TC 34-55.

REFERENCES: The material contained in this lesson was derived from the following
publications:

DA Pam 25-7.
STANAG 3277.
STANAG 3596.
STP-34-96D1-SM.
TC 34-55.

NOTE:  Replace pages 16 and 22 with photo pages 16 and 22 attached to the back of the
subcourse booklet for better viewing.

INTRODUCTION

IR imagery is a vital asset to the field commander.  It is an alternative to conventional imagery.
The method for using heat sensing devices, imaging returns, and then providing interpretive
information from the imagery has been in existence for nearly 40 years.  Some details of
operational IR sensors are classified and are not discussed in this lesson.
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PART A: BASIC INFRARED THEORY

1. Most people associate IR with temperature rather than electromagnetic energy.  This is
not entirely wrong.  A direct relationship exists between heat (temperature) and IR.  For this
reason, some understanding of IR is needed.

2. IR radiation.  Reconnaissance and surveillance (R&S) systems are based on the ability of
the sensors to detect radiation from the terrain below.  An increase in the temperature of a
body will cause an increase in the amount of IR generated.

3. Electromagnetic energy.  IR is electromagnetic energy.  All objects having a temperature
above absolute zero (above minus 460° Fahrenheit) emit IR.  Absolute zero is a point where
all molecular activity ceases (Figure 1-1).

Figure 1-1.  Temperature Scale Equivalents.

4. Molecular activity.  Atoms and molecules are in a constant state of activity.  This activity
causes friction as the atoms and molecules bump into each other.  This friction raises the
temperature of a body of atoms or molecules.  External heat also increases the molecular
activity and consequently the friction.  The result of this phenomenon is that every body of
atoms or molecules emits heat.  The amount of heat emitted also determines the amount of IR
energy in the electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 1-2).
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Figure 1-2.  Electromagnetic Frequency Spectrum.
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5. Material makeup.  The amount of IR energy emitted by objects is affected by the material
makeup of the objects, shape of the objects, finish or texture, and whether the objects are light
or dark in tone (color).  The size of the object has no effect on the amount of IR energy it can
emit, reflect or absorb.  This will be covered in more detail later.  All objects with a temperature
above absolute zero have an ability to emit, reflect, and absorb energy.

a. Emitted energy is generated by molecular activity.

b. Reflected energy is reflected from an outside source.

c. Absorbed energy is emitted by an outside source and absorbed by an object.

6. IR energy.  The primary source of IR on the earth is the sun.  IR energy, like visible light,
which is also on the electromagnetic spectrum, travels at the speed of light (186,000 miles or
300,000 kilometers (km) per second).  It travels in all directions, and like visible light, its
intensity or strength will decrease the further it travels away from its source.  You can
mathematically determine the diminishing energy of a given area using the inverse square law.
For example, the amount of energy available for detection at 2,000 feet (ft) would be 1/4th of
that at 1,000 ft.  The amount of energy available for detection at 3,000 ft would be 1/9th of that
of 1,000 ft, and at 4,000 ft the amount of energy available for detection would be 1/16th of that
at 1,000 ft.  IR energy can be refracted, reflected, focused, measured, and recorded.  You
should be familiar with all these terms.

a. Refracted light passes through a prism and each color is separated to create a
rainbow-like effect.  This is exactly what happens when the atmosphere is heavy with
moisture.  The moisture refracts the light coming from the sun, separates it into its various
colors, and a rainbow Is formed.

b. Reflected light occurs with any mirrorlike apparatus.

c. Focused light can be concentrated on one spot.  An example is using a lens to
concentrate the sun's light on a piece of paper or wood to make it ignite.  A laser beam is
another example.

d. Measured light.  Refer to Figure 1-2, electromagnetic frequency spectrum.

e. Recorded light.  Refer to Figure 1-2, electromagnetic frequency spectrum.

7. Electromagnetic frequency spectrum.  Electromagnetic energy has been defined in terms
of its specific wavelength.  The various wavelengths have been placed on a graduated scale
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called the electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 1-2).  Visible light, for example, is only a minute
portion of this spectrum.  All other forms of electromagnetic energy can only be seen and
measured by mechanical means.

8. IR radiation is divided into three regions based on the location in the frequency spectrum
in relation to the visible light range.  These regions are:

a. Near --0.7 to 1.2 microns.

b. Intermediate --1.2 to 7.0 microns.

c. Far --7.0 to 1,000 microns.

d. IR radiation wavelengths of .09 to 1.3 microns can be detected by and recorded on
IR film used in standard aerial cameras.

e. An overlap occurs on the visible light portion of the spectrum.  For example, on a hot
day, while driving up an incline, heat appears as water on the surface of the pavement.  This is
a small portion of IR that overlapped into the visible light portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum.

9. Semiconductors.  The emergence of solid state semiconductors after World War II has
permitted greater sensitivities and response to longer wavelengths.  Current operational IR
sensors employ semiconductor detectors to record selective infrared emissions from 0.3 to
16.0 microns.  IR sensitive film detects radiation reflected by an object; therefore, it required
an external light source such as sunlight.  The semiconductor-type detectors detect inherent
IR radiation from objects.  Hence, semiconductors can be used day or night with no external
illustration.

NOTE: Detectors used in semiconductor-type IR sensors depend upon that portion of the IR
region under surveillance.  Semiconductor IR sensors detect emitted energy and
convert it to proportional electrical signals.  These signals are in turn amplified and
converted to usable imagery.

10. IR systems.  The IR detecting system used in the Army National Guard is the AN/AAS-24
IR mapping system, mounted in the OV-1D Mohawk aircraft.  The US Air Force has the
AN/AAD-5 IR reconnaissance set, mounted in the RF-4C aircraft.  These systems scan the
terrain directly below the aircraft and record detected temperature variances.  The US Air
Force also has the AN/AVQ-26 Pack Tack line-of-sight, forward-looking IR reconnaissance
sensor; it can be mounted under the RF-4C, F-4E or F-111F aircraft.  The AN/AVQ-26 has two
basic operating modes of search and track.  The search mode is used to locate the target.
The track mode is used to accurately track targets after acquisition.  These systems do not
emit signals like radio or radar.  For this reason, IR detecting systems are considered
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passive.  An active system would De one in which a signal leaves the aircraft and records a
return echo like in side-looking airborne radar (SLAR).

NOTE: Both the AN/AAS-24 IR mapping system and the AN/AAD-5 IR reconnaissance set
do not have a standoff capability.  They must De used with discretion by the
commander, taking into account the safety of the air crew and the aircraft.

11. IR peculiarities.  It was previously stated, all objects having temperatures above absolute
zero emit IR energy.  However, IR detectors are not able to receive all of the energy emitted
by an object for the following reasons:

a. Atmospheric attenuation.  IR radiation Is attenuated by atmospheric particles such
as rain, fog, snow, sleet, and dust.  Under such conditions, the particles reduce the radiation
received by the airborne IR detector.  As the size of atmospheric particles approaches a size
near the wavelength of the radiation, detection becomes Increasingly difficult.  For this reason
it Is preferable to fly missions at "low' altitudes (less than 1,000 feet(ft)).  At low altitudes there
is less atmospheric attenuation between the target and the sensor.  IR energy also attenuates
with distance.  Higher sensor altitudes coupled with atmospheric attenuation can reduce IR
radiation to a point beyond the sensor's capability to detect it.  Figure I-3 shows how the
transmission of various IR wavelengths is affected by the atmosphere.  The shades areas
depict regions of best IR transmission through the atmosphere.  The regions of high
transmission of IR energy are called "atmospheric windows." The largest "window' is between
7.5 and 14 microns at mean sea level (MSL).  An increase in elevation (not altitude) results in
larger window because of the decrease In the density of the atmosphere.

NOTE: Astronomers locate their observatories on mountain tops where the atmosphere is
less dense and pollutants are negligible.

b. Thermal crossover.  The amount of IR radiation is directly related to the temperature
of an object.

(1) As temperature Increases, the energy level of emitted IR also increases and
the hotter surfaces emit shorter IR wavelengths.  As solar energy strikes the earth during the
daylight hours, different objects heat at different rates.  Thus, during the day, land is warmer
than water.  At night, cooling also occurs at different rates leaving water areas warmer than
land surfaces.
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Figure 1-3.  Atmospheric Windows.
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(2) Because of the interchange of night and day, there are two times daily (early
morning and early evening) when land and water surfaces are equal in IR output.  A prime
example is a steel bridge spanning a large body of water.  The water absorbs heat during the
day and releases it slowly at night, thus causing a minimal change in its IR output.  However,
the initial composition of the bridge causes it to heat rapidly from the sun's energy and cool
rapidly at sunset.  As the bridge cools, it will reach the same temperature as the body of water.
At this point, the bridge will not be visible on IR imagery.  Eventually it will get colder than the
body of water and reappear.  The point at which invisibility occurs is called 'crossover time.' It
also occurs in reverse at sunrise.

c. Blackbody effects.  A blackbody is a theoretical material in that it effects and
radiates the total IR energy received when the IR energy source is removed.  In a natural
environment a body of water comes closest to achieving this state.  During the day water will
absorb IR energy and at night it will radiate IR energy.  This phenomenon is called the
blackbody effect.  Water will appear very light on IR imagery taken in the day and very dark on
night imagery.

d. Emissivity is the ratio of IR emitted by a surface to the IR radiation emitted by a
blackbody at the same temperature and under the same conditions.  The emissivity of a body
is dependent on: the material it is made of, its shape, the finish or texture of its surface, the
light or dark color of its body, its temperature and external sources of electromagnetic energy.
The emissivity-of various materials in relation to a blackbody is listed in Table 1-1, starting with
the perfect emissivity, factor of 1.00 (absorbing and radiating the total IR energy received).
The following categories are generalized target descriptions (assuming a target and its
background have the same emissivity:

(1) Warm target: A target that is warmer than its background will image brighter
than its background on IR positive film.

(2) Hot target: A target that is much warmer than its background will image much
brighter than its background on IR positive film.

(3) Cool target: A target that is cooler than its background will image darker than
its background on IR positive film.

(4) Cold target: A target that is much colder than its background will image much
darker than its background on IR positive film.
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Table 1-1.  Emissivity.

12. Reconnaissance sensors.  IR reconnaissance sensors have been developed to detect
invisible IR emissions.  Unlike aerial cameras which use lenses to expose photographic film to
light reflected from the subject, the IR sensors employ a combination of optics, electronics,
and mechanical devices to produce the image.  The three basic units in an IR reconnaissance
set are (Figure 1-4):

 Scanner optics.

 Detector.

 Recording unit.

a. The scanner receives or collects a portion of the IR energy radiated from the area
being scanned.  This collected energy is focused onto a detector that is sensitive to the IR
region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
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Figure 1-4.  IR Reconnaissance System.

NOTE: 120° shown in Figure 1-4 indicates the scan angle for this system.

(1) The basic IR scanner consists of a rotating scan mirror and a series of
reflecting and focusing mirrors.  The scan mirror rotates at high speed vertical to the aircraft
track.  At the start of a line scan only objects at the left end of the scan are focused into the
detector.  Energy from other areas is reflected away from the folding mirrors.  After the scan
mirror has rotated halfway through the scan, only energy from objects directly below the
aircraft are reflected to the detector.  Further rotation of the scan mirror feeds energy into the
detector' from objects located at the right end of the scan line.  All other energy Is reflected
away from the folding mirrors, thus eliminating its detection.  When one face of the scan mirror
is parallel to the horizon, all energy is reflected to the ground.  At this time the Image from the
aircraft is reflected on itself.  Because of the cool-down of the detector a sharp cold spike is
generated in the system.  Shortly after this the scan mirror Is in position to start another scan.
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(2) The scan technique allows small areas directly below the aircraft to be scanned
in a line.  The converted line scan IR energy is then produced as successive lines on the
recording device.  The area that can be viewed by the scanner at any given instant is called
the instantaneous field of view (IFV), as shown in Figure 1-5.  The ground resolution capability
of an IR system depends on the size of its IFV.  Such factors as inaccurate detector response,
lack of target-to-background contract, recorder error, and uncompensated aircraft motion all
tend to degrade IR target ground resolution.

b. The detector transforms the incoming IR signals into proportional electrical signals.
These signals are then amplified and fed into a recording unit.  The detector is the heart of an
IR reconnaissance system.  Crystals sensitive to radiation of varying wavelength are used for
IR detection.  Since all matter above absolute zero temperature radiates IR energy, the
detector crystal itself must be cooled to near absolute zero.  This cool-down reduces receiver
noise caused by internal IR radiation.  This noise reduction is necessary for the detection of IR
energy collected by the scanner system.

(1) IR wavelengths change with changes in temperature.  The average temperature
range of specific types of targets must be considered in selecting detector materials.  The
actual material used as a detector and the temperature to which it must be cooled depends on
the wavelength of the IR radiation under surveillance.

(2) When IR radiation is focused into the detector crystal, an electrical signal is
proportional to the fluctuation of the incoming IR energy along the scan line.  These electrical
signals are amplified and transmitted to the IR set recording unit.

c. The recording unit converts the amplified IR signals into a variety of usable forms
recorded on film, video tape, or a cathode-ray tube (CRT) viewing screen.  A number of
methods are used to produce identifiable images from IR line scan information.  A common
method is to use the amplified signal from the detector to develop a light source such as a
CRT (Figure 1-6).
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Figure 1-5.  IR Scanning.

Figure 1-6.  CRT.
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(1) The light from the tube is then focused onto standard aerial photographic film.
The photographic imagery then consists of a series of line scans perpendicular to the aircraft
track as shown in Figure 1-7.  Because of temperature differences between surface targets
the imagery will resemble a continuous strip photograph of the area.

Figure 1-7.  Recording Line Scan Information.

(2) Image information can also be recorded on video tape.  This video tape can
then be played back on special viewers after the mission.  A third possible method of using IR
imagery is to portray the individual line scans on a television-type, real-time viewer.  A moving
map-like presentation of the area scanned by the aircraft can be seen on the screen.

13.Limitations.  All things have their limitations, IR included.  An IR strip does not have a
perspective center and thus lacks the radial perspective of conventional photography.  Line
scan patterns may be bold imagery acquired at low altitudes and fast aircraft speeds or
subdued imagery acquired at high altitudes and slow aircraft speeds, depending upon the
conditions of scanning.  Distortions in IR imagery hampers the imagery analyst's (IA) ability to
make measurements; they are a direct result of:

a. Scale compression which gives imagery the appearance of ground features being
wrapped around a cylinder.  As the 'look angle" increases, larger and larger ground distances
are compressed into equal image distances.

b. Incorrect velocity over height (V/H) is the result of unexpected changes in terrain
clearance caused by abrupt changes in elevation in areas of moderate to high relief and/or
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erroneous ground speed information.  If film speed is too slow, objects are compressed; if it is
too fast, objects are elongated in flight direction.

c. Aircraft motion which is a result of roll, pitch, yaw, or drift (Figure 1-8).

Figure 1-8.  IR Distortions from Aircraft Motion.
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PART B: INFRARED ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

1. The analysis of IR imagery requires that you become familiar with some of the same basic
characteristics used in the analysis of conventional photography.  This includes size, shape,
shade (tone) shadow, and surroundings (pattern and site).

NOTE: On negative IR imagery, hot targets will appear black, and cold targets will appear
white.  When a print (positive) is made from the film negative, the reverse is true.
Specific aspects of IR imagery discussed in this subcourse are based upon film
negative imagery unless specifically stated otherwise.

2. Five "Ss" are size, shape, shadow, surroundings, and shade and are applied in a slightly
different manner than in regular photography.

a. Size and shape.  You can use size and shape characteristics if you keep in mind the
resolution limitations of the IR system.  IR imagery may not often portray the true size and
shape of objects.  This is because of three major effects:

(1) Halation or blossoming.  A "halo" effect appears on imagery when an object is
considerably hotter than its surroundings.  This creates an aura which enlarges the object on
the imagery.

(2) Incorporation is achieved when a large object touches or covers a smaller
object.  This results in one large target on the imagery giving misinformation regarding target
size, shape, and numbers.

(3) Overloading.  The IR recording system can be overloaded when sensing an
object is too hot for its established range.  When this happens the imagery will reflect a large,
unidentifiable mess.  The apparent shape may not indicate the object's true shape.

NOTE: Size and shape characteristics can be used in detecting decoys.  Annotation A in
Figure 1-9 shows decoy helicopters and Annotation B depicts actual helicopters.

b. Shadows.  A unique feature of IR imagery is shadows.  Shadows will appear on
daylight imagery and be missing on nighttime missions.  Shadows are referred to as either
"thermal" or "ghosting." 

(1) Thermal shadows can include the same areas as visible shadows.  They are
caused by the ground surface temperature being lower in the area shaded from direct
radiation and from a reduced amount of near-IR solar radiation reflected from the shaded
area.  True thermal shadows are present during daylight hours.  This is caused by shading
from buildings, trees, or other elevated objects.  These shadows usually dissipate shortly after
sunset or when cloud cover is present.  Dissipation rates vary depending on the physical
characteristics of the 
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Figure 1-9.  Positive IR Print of Decoys and Ghosting.
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shaded area and upon prevailing meteorological conditions.  Thermal shadows can often be
detected for hours.  An additional type of thermal shadow can be noted on the lee side of
projecting objects during windy conditions.  This occurs because the wind does not disturb the
surface in the area behind the object (lee).  Consequently, this area may be warmer or cooler
than the surrounding area, depending upon whether the breeze is warming or cooling the
surface over which it is blowing.

(2) Ghosting can best be explained by example.  Before taking off, a jet pilot
usually warms up the aircraft's engines.  This causes the air, runway, or apron surface behind
the engines to heat.  After the plane has departed, the area will remain hotter than the
surrounding area.  In addition, the shadow area cast by the aircraft will be cooler than the
surrounding area.  An IR mission flown over this area soon after the aircraft has departed will
easily detect the outline of the aircraft, cool area, and the area of warm jet exhaust (Annotation
C, Figure 1-9).

c. Surroundings.  A knowledge of the surrounding area and pattern forms is vital to the
identification of targets or extremely hot objects.  This may require maps or ground data for
accurate identification.  One important fact to note when interpreting surroundings is that
disturbed soil tends to show up very clearly on IR imagery.  Disturbed soil has a different
temperature value than hard packed soil; therefore, a missile site and its configuration will
normally show up on IR imagery because of the disturbed soil and thus reflect actual returns.
The radar associated with the site will show up as a warm spot at its location within the site.
The passing of a vehicle across an open field will be easy to detect because of the disturbed
soil.  This may be helpful in locating hidden targets.

NOTE: IR can detect the difference in normal soil and disturbed soil for months and even
years.  Currently archeologists are using IR to help detect ruins.  Consequently,
great care must be taken when reading IR imagery to assure any disruption of
surroundings is current and/or pertinent.

d. Shade or tone.  The temperature difference of objects determines the tone of IR
imagery.  This is a key factor to interpretation because the tone differentiation provides clues
to the composition or activity of objects.  For example, a decoy would produce a lighter tone
than an actual object (Annotation A versus Annotation B, Figure 1-9); a campfire would
produce a different shade of black than would an operating generator or a running vehicle.
This stress on tone is the major difference between the interpretation of IR imagery and
conventional imagery.  The gray tones on IR imagery result from the IR reflectiveness of
objects and not their color.

3. Materials versus film tone.  fable 1-2 consists of a list of materials and their film tones
which normally may be expected under specific conditions on IR imagery.
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Table 1-2.  Materials Versus Film Tone.

4. The following detail indicates the various factors that affect tone.

a. Weather.  Although the IR surveillance system is capable of providing usable results
in about 75 percent of all weather conditions, varying weather conditions definitely affect data
results, and therefore, influence mission planning.

(1) Heavy snow and rainstorms greatly reduce the R1 energy available for
detection, making it nearly impossible to obtain usable data.

(2) Heavy thick fog has a somewhat similar effect to that of rain and snow
because of its high water vapor content.

(3) Although the IR detecting set has the ability to see through clouds of
thicknesses up to approximately 20 ft, clouds have rather highly reflective surfaces.  It may be
necessary to filter out the visible light region.  High altitude clouds cast shadows on the ground
being cooler than the areas casting the shadows.  The shadowed areas appear lighter when
clouds prevent the solar energy from striking the earth.  The cloud density and the type of
material in the shadowed area affect the data received from that area.

(4) After long periods of continuous overcast or rainfall, the terrain may lack
sufficient 1R radiation contrast to provide detailed data.  Since little additional solar energy is
available, materials which normally heat and cool at different rates have had time to reach the
same temperature levels, thus providing little contrast.  In the water-saturated condition, all
materials tend to assume the same emissivity level of the water itself.

(5) Bright sunny weather provides large amounts of energy to be absorbed by the
terrain, and the different heating and cooling rates of materials provide better contrasts in the
IR region.
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(6) Winds have different effects on the thermal presentations of targets.  All small
thermal emitters on a snowy surface may be erased by a wind of 1 or 2 miles per hour (mph),
while targets such as roads or manmade objects may not be affected by winds as high as 10
mph.

b. Seasons of the year also influence IR surveillance results and the appearance of the
data on the film.

(1) In the summer the terrain generally is subjected to good weather conditions
and terrain features generally show up well.  Vegetation is more abundant and ground
temperatures are higher, which is evidenced by darker images.

(2) During the winter ground temperatures are much lower and overcast days are
more prevalent and most of the summer vegetation has disappeared.  A large body of water
that appeared slightly cooler (lighter) than its surroundings during a summer day now generally
appears warmer (darker) than its surroundings.  Snow covered terrain also affects IR
surveillance results.  Larger temperature differences between heated materials and the
background occur.  Because of this, much larger contrasts in received IR energy may be
expected.  Careful adjustments of gain, contrast, and level must be made in the IR
surveillance system during such a time to prevent exaggerated effects.  Generally, In snow
conditions, manmade heated objects are easy to detect, but general terrain features may be
obscured because snow coverage tends to give all materials the same emissivity level of the
snow itself.

(3) Spring and fall are simply transition periods of summer and winter, and they
follow the trends of one or the other depending on the general weather conditions.  Spring
tends to be an extension of winter, while fall tends to be an extension of summer in the
collection of IR data.

c. Time of day.  Care must be taken during interpretation as to the time of day,
especially during the transition or crossover time.

d. Filters are used to exclude certain regions of the electromagnetic spectrum or to
pass a specific region.

e. Equipment control settings.  The control settings of the components of the IR
surveillance system also affect tones:

(1) Gain.  A control which determines the amount of signal made available for
recording and display control purposes.

(2) Contrasts and level.  A fine gain control that regulates the intensity of the
printed data representing the received energy.
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f. Materials.  The following generalizations on the appearance of metal, pavement,
soil, grass, trees, and water on negative night IR imagery can be made:

(1) Metal surfaces.  Under normal conditions on negative night IR imagery
horizontal surfaces of thin unheated bare metal will appear white, because they are cold.
Since the emissivity of metals is lower than other substances they will emit less energy.  Metal
surfaces are good reflectors and will strongly reflect the radiation directed on them from the
sky.  At night the intensity of sky radiation is quite low (particularly on clear nights), and the
reflected radiation will be weak.  It is possible for metal to reflect the radiation from nearly
warm objects and thus appear to be warm.  This effect does not occur often enough to be
significant.

(2) Asphalt pavement appears dark gray to black on negative night IR imagery.
This is because pavement has a good emissivity and is in good thermal contact with the earth,
which acts as a constant heat source.  The pavement will retain the heat received from the
sun during the day because of its high thermal capacity.  This is generally true for all types of
pavement, including concrete, asphalt, and blacktop.

(3) Earth.  Under normal conditions, earth which includes various types of soils,
sands, and rocks will appear dark gray on negative night IR imagery.  This results from the sun
heating of the earth during the day and its high emissivity and heat capacity.

(4) Grass appears gray to white on negative night IR imagery.  Grass is unable to
draw heat from the earth because of its poor thermal contact with the ground and rapidly
becomes cold by radiation.  This results in night inversion because temperatures are lower at
night.

(5) Trees appear light-to-medium gray in tone on negative night IR imagery.  This
tone is believed to be associated with the convective warming of the trees by the air in
conjunction with the night inversion of air temperatures, although sun heating from the
previous day and natural heat producing reactions resulting from life processes in the trees
play a role.  In daytime the same leaves appear colder than the ground because the air
temperature at tree top height is cooler than at ground level.  Shadow areas in the foliage of
trees also are cool relative to areas illuminated by the sun.

(6) Under normal circumstances water will range in tone from dark gray to black
on negative night IR imagery.  This warm tone is the product of its high emissivity and good
heat transfer properties.  The fluid nature of water allows it to transfer heat by convection as
well as by conduction.

REMEMBER: On positive IR imagery (prints) materials will appear in contrast to negative IR
imagery, i.e., black on negative IR imagery will be on positive IR imagery, etc.
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5. Filtered daytime IR energy is reflected from surfaces in almost the same manner as
visible light.  In daytime it is possible for an imaged target to be formed solely by reflected
near-IR energy.  Most surfaces become poor reflectors as wavelengths or reflected energy
becomes longer in the IR region of the frequency spectrum.  If a filter is used which eliminates
not only the visible light energy but also part of the near-IR energy, more nearly pure thermal
images can be formed.  With appropriate filters it is possible to eliminate energy contributions
from any portion of the frequency spectrum during daylight operations.  To eliminate visible
light and the near-IR frequencies, a specific micron cutoff filter is used.  To eliminate energy
contributions in the micron region, another type of cutoff filter is used.  Filtered daytime IR
imagery gives a thermal presentation in which heat sources, such as fires or warm waste
water from a power plant, or objects such as housetops and operating vehicles, stand out
particularly well.

6. Mission planning summarization.  During mission planning make sure you plan the
mission for a specific time period that takes into account all factors needed for an optimum
mission; low altitude, clear weather, and hours of darkness.  This does not mean the aircraft
cannot fly at a higher altitude and during hours of daylight or during marginal weather.  The
imagery will not be as good as that obtained from a mission flown under optimum conditions.

7. Comparison of IR imagery with conventional photography.  In Figure 1-10 "A" shows a
typical example of the thermal image of an industrial target produced by an IR sensor.  For
comparison a photograph of the same target is shown in Figure 1-10 "B".  It is immediately
apparent the size and shape of the large structures are determinable from either image.

a. Smaller targets, such as parked automobiles, are detected in the IR image but clues
for identification must be obtained from parking patterns and proximity to roadways.  The IR
image is a positive print; thus, hot targets appear light and cold targets appear black.  The
large white structure is an active source, containing a number of furnaces contributing
significantly to the IR radiation.  Note the row of white dots parallel to the hot building.  In the
aerial photo these may be identified as smokestacks.  The IR image indicates the activity of
each stack.  The largest stack (below the row of smaller stacks) has no smoke coming from it,
yet the IR image shows it to be quite hot.

b. The images shown in Figure 1-10 were obtained in late afternoon.  Long shadows
appear in the photograph.  The residential buildings east of the plant are emitting significant IR
from roof surfaces exposed to the sun.  Trees behind these dwellings are poor emitters.  The
line structure of the IR image is very apparent.  Each line corresponds to one scan of the IR
scanner.  The lines are most noticeable in the gray areas which represent intermediate values
of IR radiation.
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Figure 1-10.  Comparison of IR with Photograph.

8. IR mensurations.  The scaling and measurements of IR imagery are similar to vertical
photography, using the formula ground distance (GD) = photo distance (PD) x denominator of
the photo representative fraction (DPRF).  Refer to subcourse IT 0644, Vertical
Photogrammetry, for additional studies.

NOTE: Due to the scan technique and the emissivity factor of different objects on the
ground, the measurement will not be 100 percent accurate.

PART C: INFRARED MISSION REQUESTING

1. Three different air reconnaissance request formats are used by US forces for IR R&S
missions.

2. Joint Tactical Air R&S Request Form (Figure 1-11) is used by mission requesters.
Specific information as to how to complete this form can be obtained by consulting IT 0661,
R&S Managing, Requesting, Monitoring, and Communications.
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Figure 1-11.
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3. A standard air reconnaissance request/task message is also used by certain units (Figure
1-12) in accordance with their standing operating procedure (SOP).  Message precedence and
security classification are determined by the requester.  Letters A through K have a special
significance for tactical air units.  Paragraphs L, N, 0, P, S, and T must always be completed
by the requester; other paragraphs only as appropriate.

Figure 1-12.  Air Reconnaissance Request/Task Message.

4. Joint tactical surveillance request (JTACSURVREQ) form is used to give specific
information needs to collection managers and desired reports.  This form is used by US units
only.  Item 9 within the form is reserved for the mission type and item 10 for the type coverage
(Figure 1-13).
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Figure 1-13.  JTACSURVREQ Joint Message Form.
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PART D: INFRARED MISSION REPORTING

1. In reporting IR mission results the same formats are used as for reporting mission results
from aerial photography or SLAR.

2. In-flight report (INFLIGHTREP).  The OV-1D Mohawk aircraft employed by the US
National Guard has in-flight readout devices in the cockpit; the RF-4C, F-4E, and F-111F
aircraft uses the AN/AVQ-26 Pave Tack forward-looking IR sensor.  It requested, the air crew
of these aircraft can transmit mission results over a secure voice radio directly to the
requester's tactical air control party (TACP) or collection management and dissemination
(CM&D) mission manager.  However, the RF-4C using the AN/AAD-5 IR reconnaissance set
does not have cockpit readout capability.  There are two different INFLIGHTREP formats, the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) format is shown in Figure 1-14, and the US
Message Text Format (USMTF) shown in Figure 1-15.

Figure 1-14.  INFLIGHTREP Format and Report Example-NATO.

NOTE: This report is not an image analysis report; however, the IA will use this report when
available.  Furthermore, classification is printed in larger than normal lettering at top
and bottom when recording it.
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Figure 1-15.  INFLIGHTREP Voice Template--USMTF.
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3. Reconnaissance exploitation report (RECCEXREP) informs the requester of the results
obtained from a reconnaissance mission.  The imagery must be analyzed by an IA and the
report prepared and delivered to the dedicated transmission point within 45 minutes after
engine shutdown.  if further analysis of the imagery reveals additional information, a second
RECCEXREP must be immediately transmitted.  Sightings from the pilot and the air crew
previously reported in the INFLIGHTREP and/or derived from the debriefing must also be
included.  The following standard format is used for NATO missions as shown in Figure 1-16.
The second RECCEXREP is governed by the USMTF format (Figures 1-17 and 1-18).

Figure 1-16.  RECCEXREP Format and Example--NATO.

NOTE: Line F (Quality of Imagery) is normally assigned a national imagery interpretability
rating scale (NIIRS).  See Subcourse IT 0687, Imagery Analysis Reports.
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Figure 1-17.  RECCEXREP Joint Message Form--USMTF.
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Figure 1-18.  RECCEXREP Voice Template--USMTF.
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Figure 1-18.  RECCEXREP Voice Template--USMTF (Concluded).

4. Initial programmed interpretation report (IPIR) and supplemental programmed
interpretation report (SUPIR) is used in NATO reporting in the general version or automated
data processing system (ADPS) format.  IPIRs and SUPIRs are not normally requested for IR
missions.  For further information see Subcourse IT 0687, Imagery Interpretation Reports.

5. Imagery interpretation report (IIR) is used in the USMTF system to report IPIRs and
SUPIRs.  Again, an IIR is seldom requested for an IR mission.  For additional information
consult DA Pam 25-7.
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LESSON ONE

PRACTICE EXERCISE

The following items will test your grasp of the material covered in this lesson.  There is only
correct answer to each item.  When you have completed the exercise, check your answers
with the answer key that follows.  If you answer any item incorrectly, study again that part of
the lesson which contains the portion involved.

NOTE: Replace page 35 with photo page 35 attached in back of the subcourse booklet for
better viewing.

1. At certain times during the day, particularly around sunrise or sunset, objects on the
ground exhibit peculiar properties.  In fact some objects seem to "disappear." What is this
phenomenon called?

A.  Crossover time.

B.  Blackbody effect.

C.  Ghosting.

D.  Atmospheric attenuation.

2. Atmospheric attenuation is the effect of all the following EXCEPT:

A.  Vapor gases and dust in the atmosphere.

B.  Fog.

C.  Rain.

D.  Cosmic radiation.

3. What type of sensor is the AN/AAS-24?

A.  Radar.

B.  Photo.

C.  Active.

D.  Passive.
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4. What is the atmospheric window?

A. A region where most IR energy is blocked.

B. IR shadow.

C. A region of high transmission of IR energy.

D. A region of low transmission of IR energy.

5. On positive IR imagery, how will a warm target appear in tone against a cold background?

A. Dark.

B. Light.

C. Sepia.

6. What is the primary source of energy on the earth?

A. The stars.

B. The sun.

C. Attenuation.

D. The moon.

7. To interpret IR imagery, you may often need maps or ground data in order to employ
which of the five "Ss"?

A. Shadow.

B. Surroundings.

C. Size.

D. Shape.
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8. Which part of the Joint Tactical Air R&S Request form must be marked to indicate the IR
imagery requested?

A. O.

B. P.

C. M.

D. N.

9. At what temperature does molecular activity cease?

A. -460° F.

B. 0° C.

C. 32° F.

D. 212° F.

10. On negative IR imagery, how would a large body of water appear in tone if the mission
were flown at 0200 hours?

A. Dark.

B. Light.

C. Light gray.

D. Colorless.

  Refer to Figure 1-19, positive night IR photo. Match the objects in questions 11 through 15
with the annotations in column A.

Questions Annotations

11. Body of water. A.

12. Asphalt pavement. B.

13. Grass. C.

14. Trees. D.

15. Metal surfaces. E.
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Figure 1-19.  Positive Night IR Photo.
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LESSON ONE

PRACTICE EXERCISE

ANSWER KEY AND FEEDBACK

Item Correct Answer and Feedback 

1. A.  Crossover time is in the early morning and early evening when land and
water will have the same IR output (page 8, para 11b(2)).

2. D.  Excluding cosmic radiation, rain, vapor gases and dust, and fog will effect
atmospheric attenuation (page 6, para 11a).

3. D.  The AN/AAS-24 is a passive sensor because it does not emit any signals
(pages 5/6, para 10).

4. C.  Regions of high transmission of IR energy are atmosphere windows (page
6, para 11a).

5. B.  On positive IR imagery, a hot target will be light in tone to a cold dark
background (page 15, para 1, NOTE).

6. B.  The primary source of IR energy on the earth is the sun (page 4, para 6).

7. B.  You use maps and ground data to identify the surroundings of extremely
hot targets (page 17, para 2c).

8. C.  Line M, TYPE RECON REQUESTED, is used to show that IR imagery is
requested on the Joint Tactical Air R&S Request Form (page 23, fig 1-11).

9. A.  -460° Fahrenheit is the temperature where all molecular activity ceases
(page 2, para 3).

10. A.  A large body of water will have a dark tone on negative IR imagery taken at
0200 due to its high emissivity and good heat transfer proprieties (page 20,
para 4f(6)).

11. B.  Water will range in tone from light gray to white on positive night IR
imagery (pages 15/20, paras 1, NOTE/4f(6)).

12. C.  Asphalt pavement appears light gray to white (pages 15/20, paras 1,
NOTE/4f (2)).

13. E.  Grass appears light gray to dark gray (pages 15/20, paras 1, NOTE/4f(4)).
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Item Correct Answer and Feedback 

14. D.  Trees appear light gray to white (pages 15/20, paras 1, NOTE/ 4f(5)).

15. A.  Metal surfaces (metal roof tops) will appear black on positive night IR
imagery (pages 15/20, paras 1, NOTE/4f(1)).
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LESSON TWO

INFRARED IMAGERY PLOTTING

MOS MANUAL TASKS: 301-338-1609
301-338-3701

OVERVIEW

TASK DESCRIPTION:

In this lesson you will learn to describe the basic plotting components, peculiarities, and
methods of IR imagery.

LEARNING OBJECTIVE:

ACTIONS: Describe the components, peculiarities, and methods required to plot IR
imagery.

CONDITIONS: You will be given access to extracts from STP-34-96D1-SM and TC 34-
55.

STANDARDS: IR imagery plotting will be IAW STP-34-96D1-SM, and TC 34-55.

REFERENCES: The material contained in this lesson was derived from the following
publications:

STP-34-96D1-SM.
TC 34-55.

INTRODUCTION

An imagery plot is a record of the ground area covered by an airborne sensor.  The plot may
be prepared directly onto a map or on a transparent overlay keyed to a map.  Plots are
essential to identify, locate, and control aerial imagery.  Plotting IR is very similar to plotting
conventional vertical photography with a few differences.

PART A: BASIC PLOTTING COMPONENTS AND PECULIARITIES

1. Basic plotting components.  In preparing the plot the IA must keep in mind time
limitations, the use to be made of the plot, and local SOP.  In order for an overlay to be read
and understood by others, it must be prepared IAW recognized standards of overlay
construction:

a. Security classification is located at top and bottom center of the overlay paper in
larger than any other lettering and at the bottom of the title block.
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b. Location and orientation marks.  All overlay plots should be keyed accurately to their
base map at the top right and bottom left by transposing grid lines and indicating the 100,000
meter (m) prefix and grid numbers.

c. Title block information can be obtained from a number of sources to include the data
blocks on the imagery, a pilot's trace, titling data on the film head or tail, or on the map.

2. Normally, the title block consists of information required by local SOP.  The following
example illustrates the minimum data required for a plot of an IR mission.  This information is
preceded by the title "INTERPRETATION PLOT" (Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1.

NOTE: For quality, use the given NI IRS specification.

3. AN/AYA-10 automatic data annotation system (ADAS).  The data block on IR imagery is
produced by the AN/AYA-10 ADAS.  This data block appears every 2 inches on IR imagery in
either binary code or numbered text (Figure 2-2).
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Figure 2-2.  IR Data Block.

a. Extracting the universal transverse mercator (UTM) coordinates from the data block
is simple.  Refer to Figure 2-2.  Read the first three digits of line 2 (324).  Then, read the first
three digits of line 1 (055); this will give you the six-digit UTM coordinate 324055.

b. In determining the location on the imagery, proceed in the Following manner:

Step 1: Locate the center of the imagery just above the data block.

Step 2: Mark off 7 inches opposite the aircraft's flight direction.  You are now in the
general vicinity of the desired UTM coordinate.

4. Plotting peculiarities of the AN/AAS-24 IR mapping system and the AN/AAD-5 IR
reconnaissance set.  The imagery produced by these IR systems is a continuous strip which is
normally presented by two parallel lines.  There are a few peculiarities of IR imagery you
should be aware of:

a. Altitude change.  A change in the altitude of the aircraft will effect the size of the
area coverage.

(1) An increase in the altitude of the aircraft will cause the sensor to cover more
area on the ground and result in an increase in the width of your plot (Figure 2-3).
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Figure 2-3.  Increase in Altitude.

(2) A decrease in aircraft altitude will cause the sensor to cover less area on the
ground which results in a decrease in the width of your plot.

Figure 2-4.  Decrease in Altitude.

b. Aircraft Turns.  An aircraft making a turn along the flight path will cause the plot to
bulge since more area is covered on one side of the flight path than the other side (Figure 2-
5).  Caution must be utilized when plotting IR imagery because turns will not be obvious.

Figure 2-5.  Aircraft Turn.
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5. Plotting peculiarities of the AN/AVQ-26 pave tack reconnaissance sensor.  To plot pave
tack imagery is almost impossible.  The imagery produced by the pave tack system is a
continuous strip with no break in the flow of the imagery.  The moveable sensor will produce
imagery from every direction from forward or rearward oblique, to left or right high or low
oblique, to panoramic to vertical.

PART B: INFRARED PLOTTING METHODS

1. There are two methods that can be used when plotting an IR mission.

a. Plotting method 1, plotting identifiable features.  Identify features on the extreme
edges of the imagery that appear on the map.  Make small tick marks at these locations on the
overlay paper over the map.  Then, using a straightedge or French curve, connect the tick
marks and enclose the area covered by the IR imagery (Figure 2-6).

Figure 2-6.  Tick Marks Representing Detail Found
on both Map and Imagery.

b. Plotting method 2, mathematical computation from the nadir.  When detail is lacking
along the edges of the imagery, draw an imaginary line down the center of the imagery, which
will represent the nadir or flight path directly below the aircraft.  Next, compare details along
the imaginary line to details on the map.  Using the scan angle for each side of the nadir, plot
the area covered by the mission (Figure 2-7).
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Figure 2-7.  Tick Marks Representing
Matching Detail at Nadir.

NOTE: See Figure 1-4 for an explanation of the scan angle.

2. There are two ways to determine ground coverage vertical to the flight path.  One way is
that the altitude above ground level (AGL) or H-h in ft equals the approximate ground
coverage in m.  To obtain a more accurate measurement, multiply the tangent (Tan) value of

one half the scan angle ( ) of the imagery.  Your answer will give you ground coverage for
one half of the imagery in ft or m, depending on the measurement you are using.  For

example, H-h = 2,000 ft and half the scan angle ( ) = 60°.  You must first use the
trigonometric functions (trig) table (Figure 2-8) to convert 60° to its Tan value, which is 1.7320.
Next, you must multiply 2,000 x 1.7320 = 3,464 ft, which covers 1/2 a flight line width,
multiplied by 2 = 6,928 ft; to obtain m, divide 6,928 by 3.281 and you have 2,112 m of total
coverage.  Using the following formula:

Tan 60° x (H-h) x 2
Ground coverage = 3.281

Ground coverage = 1.7320 x 2 000 ft x 2 = 2,112 m.
3.281

NOTE: In most cases, missions will be flown straight and level.  But, on occasion it may not
be practical.

3. For additional information of trig functions, study subcourse IT 0684, panoramic
photogrammetry.
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Figure 2-8.  Natural Trigonometric Functions Table.
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LESSON TWO

PRACTICE EXERCISE

The following items will test your grasp of the material covered in this lesson.  There is only
correct answer to each item.  When you have completed the exercise, check your answers
with the answer key that follows.  If you answer any item incorrectly, study again that part of
the lesson which contains the portion involved.

1. How far apart are data blocks produced by the AN/AYA-10 ADAS?

A. 2 inches.

B. 4 inches.

C. 3/4 inch.

D. AT start and end of film only.

2. How will an increase in altitude of the aircraft affect the width of the plot?

A. It will decrease.

B. It will not effect it.

C. Remain the same.

D. It will increase.

3. Where on the plot is the security classification marked?

A. Top and bottom and at the bottom of the title block.

B. Top left and bottom right.

C. Top and bottom only.

D. Top right and bottom left.
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4. What affect will an aircraft's turn along the flight path have on the plot?

A. The plot will narrow.

B. Remain the same.

C. No affect.

D. The plot will bulge.
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LESSON TWO

PRACTICE EXERCISE

ANSWER KEY AND FEEDBACK

Item Correct Answer and Feedback 

1. A.  Data blocks are 2 inches apart on IR imagery (page 39, para 3).

2. D.  The width of the IR imagery plot will increase as the aircraft increases its
altitude (pages 40/41, para 4a(1) /fig 2-3).

3. A.  Security classification is marked on the top and bottom of the overlay and
the bottom of the title block (page 38, para la).

4. D.  The plot will bulge since more ground is covered on one of the flight paths
than the other (page 41, para 4b).
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